Fams-ace: a combined method to select the best model after remodeling all server models.
During Critical Assessment of Protein Structure Prediction (CASP7, Pacific Grove, CA, 2006), fams-ace was entered in the 3D coordinate prediction category as a human expert group. The procedure can be summarized by the following three steps. (1) All the server models were refined and rebuilt utilizing our homology modeling method. (2) Representative structures were selected from each server, according to a model quality evaluation, based on a 3D1D profile score (like Verify3D). (3) The top five models were selected and submitted in the order of the consensus-based score (like 3D-Jury). Fams-ace is a fully automated server and does not require human intervention. In this article, we introduce the methodology of fams-ace and discuss the successes and failures of this approach during CASP7. In addition, we discuss possible improvements for the next CASP.